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January 7, 2024

Please note that the order of service is subject to change at the leading of the (S)pirit

▲Means you are invited to stand in spirit or body.

Prelude Patricia Leftridge

Greetings + Announcements Rev. Alex

Welcome Vicky Jungers

Story for All Ages “Reshaping Tomorrow” Rev. Alex

Chalice Lighting “Heartbeat” Vicky Jungers

song by Danit

Behind all illusions, there's reality

Reminder of simplicity

Surrender our souls to the mystery

Opening our hearts completely

Behind all illusions, there's reality

Reminder of simplicity

Surrender our souls to the mystery

Opening our hearts completely

We're circling around and around and around in this wheel of life

Breathing in and out life, breathing in and out love

Connecting all there is and embracing

Here and now, here and now, here and now

Misunderstanding and tricky games of the mind

Try to wake us up from time to time

They try to shake us up inside

But they invite to realize

That we're circling around, and around, and around in this wheel of life

Breathing in and out life, breathing in and out love

Connecting all there is and embracing

Here and now, here and now, here and now…

Opening Hymn “DearWeaver of Our Hearts” Patricia Leftridge

STLT (gray) #22



Joys+Sorrows+Gratitudes Rev. Alex

Pastoral Music “Loosen” Patricia Leftridge

by Alyson Halpert

Loosen, loosen baby

You don’t have to carry

The weight of the world in your muscles and bones

Let go, let go, let go.

Offering Vicky Jungers

Offertory Music “Improvisation” Patricia Leftridge

Reflection “A Messy Heart” Rev. Alex

Chanting “I am Connected”

by Beautiful Chorus

My roots reach deeply

I am connected to the core of me

Closing Song “When Our Heart is in a Holy Place” Patricia Leftridge
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▲Commission + Rev. Alex

Benediction

If we only seek, we won't find

'Cause seeking makes human hearts blind

If we only seek, we won't find

'Cause seeking makes human hearts blind

Be open and trust

'Cause what may come to you will come right through you

To you, through you…

Circling around, and around, and around in this wheel of life

Breathing in and out life, breathing in and out love

Connecting all there is and embracing

Here and now (here and now, here and now)

ClosingWords

As we go forth, may we carry the flame of Love,

and Peace with Justice, until we meet again,

Blessed Be

Postlude Patricia Leftridge


